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ABSTRACT: The major technology of vehicle tracking using GPS (GLOBAL 

POSITIONING SYSTEM) enhanced to service among the people. Nowadays, android 

mobiles are widely operated and has achieved biggest sale globally with the enormous 

feature. Tracking system used for locating the user spot and ambulance driver location 

accurately. Location based services can be elaborate the services like user to users due to GPS 

geographical location in form of X and Y axis for accurate latitude and longitude place GPS 

location. And GPS acts like a positioning system services. The proposed system is a Mobile 

tracking application is used for an emergency ambulance services and various challenges in 

vehicle tracking and monitoring system and alerting the real time locating system. The 

objective of tracking system is to manage the control transport system using GPS transceiver 

system to know the current location of the vehicle. This approach uses a technology named 

RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) for tracking the transport system. GSM (Global 

System for Mobile) also plays an important role in alert system. An alert system is essential 

for providing an information about the passenger or driver location. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Currently, the transport circumstances more difficult to move on the various location 

for the users. The main issue about transportation is probabilistic of waiting time in traffic 

jams and other emergency problems in abnormal state. The vehicle GPS tracking system also 

provides a safety and private for some own vehicles while travelling safety issues especially 

for women concern. The major role of GPS vehicle tracking system has various techniques 

such as integration with Google maps and automatic way directions real time tracking 

techniques and arrival time prediction. 
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Similarly, RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) this system improves technology in 

identifying a user in GPS tracking and monitoring system and provides the best tracking 

location and alert system. 

Even GSM and GPRS are used to intimate the exact location of an ambulance. The 

location based services (LBS) application automatically. In monitoring system of 

transportation is integrated in RFID technology and this technology is used to neglect the 

wired installation. this main purpose of this system is used to monitoring the bus traffic. 

In other approaches, the vehicle tracking and monitoring are proposed in advanced 

technologies and alerting. Alerting is a caution Which can be used to view transportation 

system and yet to know the exact location of the place through this, the user need not wait for 

the bus stop for longer time. The wireless sensor network used to make a sensor automatically 

on through mobile phones, sensors gates and other real time activities. 

Other tactics describes that GPRS for mobile tracking and CMD for Embedded 

system. In Mobile communication tracking the locations plays an important role in LBS 

services.  

Certain procedures define the GPS (Global Positioning System) are mainly used for 

navigation of the location and to measure a position and its co-ordinates the origin of latitude 

and longitudinal and received by transceiver. GPS are executed in open space and receiver in 

the mobile device can set the navigation path to reach the source and destination. It is most 

familiar in finding the position and locations in movable devices like mobile devices, laptops, 

etc.,  

2. RELATED WORKS 

The Advanced features of this Ambulance Tracking and monitoring have added a 

special modules and various characteristics of vehicle tracking, but it is especially made for an 

emergency purpose of tracking the user location for required helping purpose. Adela etal., [1], 

has introduced an TLS technology for the monitoring system. Through this system alerts can 

be sent to various transport services. Android and Smart phones provides an efficient support 

tools for locating for a travelling site. GPS are used to locate the exact location of the incident 

and the shortest path to reach the spot at shortest period of time. The Intermediator point is the 

connection between the user request and response that are managed by the database.  
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Akande Noah etal., [2] describes about the automatic vehicle location tracking in 

advanced methodologies. Through this system, we can track and monitor the vehicle that is 

make over by the software and its receives a signal from the GPS satellite. This topic 

introduces an automatic tracking vehicle location system using web based and its SMS based 

Mobile communication. The major cause of the system is that enables to collect and study the 

information about the vehicle in real time based system. 

MuhammedRaughetal., [3] proposed about the navigation system in GPS. Navigation 

is a process that are used to show the various directions to find the path to one point to another 

point destination. GPS receiver an uncorrected raw signals from satellite and recover all the 

related information about an output signal representation of navigation receiver. This process 

improves the average accuracy of GPS signals for the transportation system in real time.  

The concept brings the knowledge about a linked-based Shortest Path Algorithm 

developed by Yongteaketal., [4], its referenced the Bellman’s optimal condition in searching 

steps, and the main advantages of this model is that providing an alternative paths for the 

person to guide them to reach them in short period of time. This algorithm has constructed a 

new path and it may get overlapped ratio exceeds its scenario. For this proposed algorithm, it 

generates the shortest path based on the link-based path, but it is based on the node cost and 

its constructs the path between source and destination and we can save the time of network 

modification. This shortest path technology has been expanded to the dynamic case.  

Mathew caesaretal., [5], differs from other works, and its requires a main two aspects; 

First part focuses on the computing short paths, and the second part exploits a structure of 

social networks. In this concept, introduces an idea f vicinity intersection, where we find a 

subset of user which are own neighborhood. The source point to destination point pair whose 

closeness that they do not intersect, and it has an another way to combine those approximately 

paths while answering in P-TO-Point short path in this method of travelling. On the user 

request the query arises for the shortest path between a one point to another point pair to 

answer the minimal latency query answers. It is widely used for the job seekers to do potential 

employee and in social networks etc., 

P.BrightenGodFrey [6] includes the measuring of Point-to-Point Queries to large 

scale. social networks have challenging for the two reasons. First the requirements of the 

application are stringent, so that we can answer the queries within a milliseconds and higher 
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latencies preserved from user. Running a shortest path algorithm is an option and answering 

the queries and it’s a standard implements of traditional shortest path algorithm. Second is 

storing paths and finding each pair of the users may cause memory limitation. AhemadTutake, 

RavindraShindeetal., [7] describes a method is proposed in advance of tracking and 

monitoring the vehicle. This method provides a map to locate the various places of users. LBS 

application that provides an information about the user location are growing business social 

networking to navigate the usage of the bank. These services are widely used for the 

consumers, Once the data is collected and that is collected and updated automatically based 

on the user location. 

3. EXISTING WORK 

In existing system, if we met with an accident and our neighbor or any other person in 

a road are in sick immediately prefer an emergency, or to frequently call an emergency free 

service numbers for getting an ambulance. And does not has any feature to locate or track the 

ambulance during emergency situations. It takes more time, and delay due to heavy traffic 

signals 

In existing work, the some of the detriments are: 

 Does not locate or track the ambulance during emergency situations. 

 Always need to call an emergency service number during an incident. 

 It takes more time, and delay due to heavy traffic signals. 

 

4. PROPOSED WORK 

The proposed approach overcomes the above situation, it suggests a new techniques 

and modules that the user can select the desired pickup place of the ambulance and the user 

may know where the ambulance nearing to an incident. Since the ambulance driver gets 

notified by a user request. Driver can correctly track the spot through the GPS ambulance 

tracking. Meanwhile, the ambulance service has struck in traffic or faces any other issues it 

has the tendency to re-direct it to other ambulance using the same application. It makes an 

advantage as follows: 1) Through this situation, the tracking of the ambulance is easier with 

its current location. 2) The intimation to traffic police, to clear a traffic signals may also 

possible because the traffic police are also considered as a user. 3) Other main purpose is the 

ambulance driver can send the status of the patient to the doctor view. 

 

5. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
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While dealing with an emergency tracking the system, we can go to their place and 

pampering them and proceed for their goodness.  The figure 1 illustrates the emergency 

tracking and localization using android phones. It’s mainly divided into three categories; first 

the user side, users have to download an application in android mobile phones, then the user 

needs to register their mandatory details and other patient medical records that have to be 

registered. Through the registration a user gets an id from the application. The registered 

details are maintained by a database. Once the user has registered the details they can create a 

username and password for their future usage of application. 

 

Figure. 1. Architecture diagram 

In any cause the user or the other person or it’s a neighborhood needs a medical help 

due to their illness or any accident occur to them, this app is very essential by tracking a 

localization ambulance and save the person at the right time. An important feature is injected 

is the user can be tracked and located by GPS system. In an Android mobile phones 

specifying a various travelling and finding a routes for another location.  

6. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

          Through this concept, introducing a modules are: 
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Registration: 

The Figure 2. represents Registration for users and driver of ambulance must register 

with their appropriate details for id number and create on one-time password for login 

purpose. All the details of the user are stored and updated in database.  The user and driver 

need to login to the application when they need a services and driver needs to login to the For 

an Ambulance Driver, there must register their details and get the id number to login to the 

Application.  

User Aspects: 

The Figure 3. describes the Foremost step of user needs to login to the application. 

User may have an optional cause in register/because the user may cause any incident, so that 

user need to register n the time of emergency purpose. If a user has already register a details 

about a user can make use of it. While registering we will notice the patient medical records 

an all details are being recorded for future usage. 

Driver’s verge: 

The Figure 4.is about crucial part of the driver module. An Ambulance driver statutory 

register and login to the application. Once the driver login to this work station of this app. The 

emergency purpose for any person, The Driver yet to know all the details of the user and the 

driver will initiate to the incident or address of the user. Driver gets directed by the GPS 

tracker for the user location and tracking for their guidance. 

OTP creation module: 

The Figure 5. represents about the creation of OTP number password and id of the user and 

driver. The driver needs to login and it should be regularly register into the database, all the 

details of this driver and its location are tracked through the driver identification. 

Ambulance finding path: 

The Figure. 6  and Figure. 7 tell about GPS plays a significant role in monitoring 

the place of a commotion and intimate’s driver to find a direction of shortest path to reach a 

user destination. Through this technology we can redirect the ambulance to other localization 

area, if an active driver could not reach to their incident point. 
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Traffic police: 

            This segment is also contrasting to the user, who has a major authority to charge for 

the traffic signals and daunt from the driver. Traffic police will divert and control the signals 

during the ambulance onset. 

Medical practitioner: 

Most privilege fragment of this concept is that deals with doctor view for the patient. All the 

subtlety is get from the database of the person from the road hog. 

Snapshots Modules: 

 

Figure.2.  HOME PAGE 

 

 

Figure.3. User LOGIN PAGE 
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Figure.4. LOGIN PAGE 

 

 

Figure.5. USER INCIDENT 

 

Figure.6. OTP NUMBER DETAILS 

 

Figure.7. AMBULANCE TRACKING 

SYSTEM 

7. CONCLUSION 

This proposed work, the assumption has convenient segments and very useful are the 

recover from the illness people track them in a sheltered way. This theme encompasses all 

basic needs and mandatory modules about the user and driver. It patron (uses) important 

strategies of GPS in mobile communication. More persuasive(powerful)techniques like 

intimation to the doctor and traffic police plays a roles and its right time to reach the incident 

spot by finding out the shortest path to reach the user. In future work, the services that can be 

used by the government to enable among the public emergency issues can be enhanced. 
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